A Note from the President and the Executive Director
Joint Mathematics Meetings—2022 and beyond
The Joint Mathematics Meetings (JMM) is a long-standing and popular event for the mathematics community. Since 1998, this important conference has been co-managed by the
American Mathematical Society (AMS) and the Mathematical Association of America (MAA).
The AMS and MAA have decided that, starting in 2022, the AMS will become solely responsible for the management and hosting of this successful conference.
The JMM welcomes the diverse mathematical community from around the world to present
research, share insights on the teaching and learning of mathematics, see the wide range of
exhibitors, and meet colleagues, old and new. Several mathematical organizations already
participate in the JMM, including the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL), Association for
Women in Mathematics (AWM), National Association of Mathematicians (NAM), Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM), the mathematics institutes, as well as many
exhibitors and the National Science Foundation (NSF).
Events at the JMM support mathematicians at every stage of their careers and create important
connections. The JMM engages attendees in sessions related to research, teaching, science
and education policy, and professional development, and we expect this to continue in 2022
and beyond. The AMS expects to continue offering travel grants, the Department Chairs
Workshop, the Employment Center, short courses, special lectures, social events, and poster,
contributed, and special sessions. The mathematical community’s shared interests in advancing mathematical research, engaging creatively with teaching, and supporting mathematicians
throughout their careers, along with our commitment to diversity, inclusion, education, and
policy issues affecting our discipline, will continue to be reflected in the JMM.
Many existing joint activities involving the MAA will continue at JMM, such as the Gerald
and Judith Porter Public Lecture; the ceremony to honor recipients of the Morgan Prize for
Outstanding Research in Mathematics by an Undergraduate Student; and the presentation
of the Joint Policy Board for Mathematics Communications Award.
A new model for the JMM will be launched more than three years from now. There is ample
time to engage in thoughtful discussions and careful planning with the help and input of our
community. In the years leading up to this 2022 change, the AMS will work to ensure that any
new vision for the JMM is responsive to the interests of the entire mathematical community.
We look forward to seeing everyone at the next JMM: January 16–19, 2019, in Baltimore,
Maryland!
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